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POWER TO
DELIVER

HARVEST HEALTHCARE
YOUR FIRST CHOICE...

TOTAL SUPPORT TEAM
We offer a full package to support you from installation to service and
repair.

HARVEST FAST TRACK NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
We use our own transport for many deliveries which gives us the flexibility to
meet your needs.

SUPERIOR BUILD QUALITY
Our products are built to provide years of service. Using the latest materials and
fabrication techniques.

KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES TEAM
Our experienced sales team is always available to help you find the best possible
solution.

INNOVATIVE WELL DESIGNED PRODUCTS
Our products are designed to meet the ever changing needs of our
customers. We continually provide new solutions.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE FOR MONEY
Through careful design and production processes you can be assured that our
products will provide value for money over their working life.

EXTENSIVE PRODUCT RANGES
To give you the best solution we maintain an extensive range of products for
complete flexibility.

Sheaf House, Bradmarsh Business Park, Bradmarsh Way, Rotherham S60 1BW
T +44 (0)1709 377172 F +44 (0)1709 377173 E sales@harvesthealthcare.co.uk
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The Harvest range of
cushions is intended for
patients who are sitting
for long periods.
Designed to provide
increased comfort,
they are also suited
to those patients who
are susceptible to
pressure ulcers and
can help prevent ulcers
developing.

INTRODUCING
CUSHIONS
For an extensive range of needs, Harvest Healthcare have
an extensive product range, able to meet your requirements.
Most cushions are supplied with a waterproof, vapour
permeable, stretch cover- protecting the inner foam. The key
differences between each type of cushion is the material used
for the inner core.
Foam provides a cost-effective solution for low risk needs
and can be engineered to create different characteristics.
They are normally used for lower risk applications.
Viscoelastic foams have inherently different properties
depending on the type and typically provide better pressure
distribution. Often used with a composite base made of other
foam materials, this makes them more suited to higher risk
applications.
Viscoelastic gels will mould to the body shape to distribute
pressure and reduce friction and shear effects. Typically used
for higher risk applications, they have an added benefit of
being impermeable to water and can be sterilised.
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MODULAR FOAM
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MODULAR FOAM CUSHION
The foam selected is outstanding; a high
resilience reflex grade, to stabilise and
support, with castellations to distribute
pressure and allow air circulation.
It has a navy blue, two-way stretch cover
with antislip base.
LOW MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

SIZE OPTIONS			

MAX WEIGHT KG

HFC121 - 430mm x 430mm x 95mm		

95

HFC116 - 500mm x 500mm x 95mm		

108

PRESSURE MAPPING

70kg patient
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VISCO SANDWICH
VISCO TOP
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VISCO SANDWICH CUSHION
The Visco Sandwich Cushion is our twoway turn, viscoelastic foam cushion.
Layers of viscoelastic foam either side
of a standard layer of foam, provide the
sandwich effect, which offers the user
more support and comfort.
It has a navy blue, two-way stretch cover
with antislip base.
LOW MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

SIZE OPTIONS			

MAX WEIGHT KG

HFC128 - 430mm x 430mm x 95mm		

127

HFC128.1 - 510mm x 510mm x 95mm

139
VISCO TOP CUSHION
A 50mm layer of viscoelastic foam
tops the standard foam base,
transforming the cushion to a
high risk product. The top layer of
foam provides extra support and
comfort to high risk patients.
It has a navy blue, two-way stretch
cover with an antislip base.

SIZE OPTIONS			

MAX WEIGHT KG

HFC129 - 430mm x 430mm x 76mm		

127

HFC123 - 510mm x 510mm x 76mm		

139
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LOW MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK
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REFLECT
REFLECT CUSHION
A layer of castellated, viscoelastic foam
rests on a high density foam base. The
castellations allow the foam to breathe
as well as providing more patient
comfort. The base gives resilience and
stability.
It has a navy blue, two-way stretch
cover with an antislip base.
LOW MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

SIZE OPTIONS			

MAX WEIGHT KG

HFC130 - 430mm x 430mm x 100mm		

127

HFC132 - 500mm x 500mm x 100mm		

139

PRESSURE MAPPING

70kg patient
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GEL

GEL CUSHION
The Gel Cushion is
made of high resilience,
impermeable, viscoelastic
polyurethane gel with highly
elastic properties.
It is designed to enhance
existing support surfaces.

LOW
MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

P311C40401HF

400mm x 400mm

120

P311C45431HF

450mm x 430mm

140
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MIXTE

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

MIXTE CUSHION
Combination of gel and foam;
Reticulated polyurethane gel
avoids migration and thus
prevents penetration (punching)
of the cushion while assisting
pressure ditribution.

Combination of Gel
and HR Foam

40Kg/m3
HR Foam

The thick high resilience foam
base increases the contact area,
providing
better
distribution,
comfort and stability.

Visco
Gel

100%
Impermeable

The two layers are permanently
bonded together - eliminating the
risk of separation.

LOW MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MAX WEIGHT KG

P314C40401HF

400mm x 400mm x 60mm

90kg
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DUOFORM

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Highly
100%
40Kg/ Combination
Breathable Impermeable m3 HR of Gel and HR
Cover
Foam
foam

MultiHigh bearing
Reticulation
Shape Viscoelastic Gel
Concept

Fluid
Gel

DUOFORM®
The Duoform® cushion is an
anatomically moulded base of high
resilience foam surmounted by a
two part viscoelastic gel. The white
pad fluid gel ensures pressure
reduction on high-risk areas, while
the blue viscoelastic gel resists
fluid migration thus preventing
penetration and providing added
support.
The high-resilience foam base
enables the cushion to better
adapt to bony protuberances,
spreads contact surfaces and
gives better pressure distribution.
It has a highly breathable cover
with an antislip base.

LOW MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

DUOFORM® CUSHION
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

P341C42421HF

420mm x 420mm x 80mm

110

P341C45421HF

450mm x 420mm x 80mm

120

P341C51461HF

510mm x 460mm x 80mm

160
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VISCOFLEX PLUS
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES

VISCOFLEX® PLUS CUSHION
The Viscoflex Plus cushion is a
very high density viscoelastic,
moulded cushion with an
ergonomically shaped load
bearing core.

Highly
Surface
Breathable including
Cover
Vents

80Kg/
m3 Visco
Foam

The core is shaped to give
optimal immersion in sacral/
ishcial areas, reducing pressure
and facilitating blood circulation.
The outer foam is moulded to
promote stability and increase
the contact area. The skin
effect of the moulded foam also
gives protection from tearing or
crumbling.
This ultra-light cushion is
specially designed to provide
high levels of stability and
pressure relief for the user.
It is supplied with a vapour
permeable, waterproof cover.
LOW
MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

VISCOFLEX® PLUS
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MAX WEIGHT KG

P361CAF42421HF

420mm x 420mm x 80mm

100

P361CA51461HW

510mm x 460mm x 80mm

150
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VISCOFLEX PLUS
BARIATRIC
VISCOFLEX® PLUS BARIATRIC
CUSHION
The innovative Viscoflex® Plus cushion
consists of a moulded Viscoelastic foam
with an ergonomic foam insert.
This cushion is specially designed
to provide high levels of stability and
pressure relief for the user. Supplied with
a vapour permeable, waterproof cover
with an antislip base.
LOW MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

VISCOFLEX® PLUS
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MAX WEIGHT KG

P361CAF56461HW

560mm x 460mm x 80mm

230

P361CA61501HW

610mm x 500mm x 80mm

270

WITH STANDARD CUSHION

40kg Patient

60kg Patient

ONE
REDUCE THE LOAD
ON RISK ZONES
Protected risk zones
(sacrum/ischial),
even in the cases of
pelvic retroversion,
in order to provide
partial relief of bony
protuberances
through support.

WITH VISCOFLEX®

80kg Patient

40kg Patient 60kg Patient 80kg Patient

TWO
ANTI-PUNCHING
SYSTEM
Specifically positioned in
relation to the ischia.
Distributes the pressure
to the buttock peripheral
zone, stabilizing pelvis
support and preventing it
from reaching the bottom
zone.

t +44 (0)1709 377172 f +44 (0)1709 377173
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THREE
PRE-ISCHIAL
RIDGE
Blocks the
ischia,
thus preventing
forward sliding.

*Please note information supplied here is a
guide, If you would like more information or
help with making the correct choice, please
call our team today.

VISCOFLEX PLUS
WITH POMMEL
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VISCOFLEX® PLUS CUSHION WITH POMMEL
The Viscoflex® Plus cushion with pommel consists of
a Viscoflex® Plus cushion with an innovative stabilising
and adjustable pommel, which is completely separate
from the cushion. Also included is a chair strap
preventing the cushion sliding forward.
The anatomically shaped pommel provides a true
alternative to restraints, preventing sliding and falls.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Highly
Surface
80Kg/
Breathable including m3 Visco
Cover
Vents
Foam

Supplied with a vapour permeable, waterproof cover
with an antislip base.
The ultra-light pommel has an adjustable depth and is
available in three sizes.

Anatomically Adjustable
Shaped
Pommel
Pommel
Depth

LOW MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

VISCOFLEX® PLUS CUSHION WITH
POMMEL
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

MAX WEIGHT KG

P361CP42421HW

420mm x 420mm x 80mm

100

P361CP45421HW

450mm x 420mm x 80mm

110

P361CP45461HW

450mm x 460mm x 80mm

130
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POLYAIR 60

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
All Polyair® cushions feature
dual feature compartments
which act independently
from each other. This design
is useful in rectifying pelvic
imbalances while offering
greater stability and comfort.

The honeycomb layout optimises
the density of the air cells and
improves contact surface and
pressure distribution.

POLYAIR® 60 CUSHION

The Polyair 60
is best suited to
smaller, somewhat
active patients
independently able
to shift their weight
and requiring little
or no assistance
with transfer
Simple inflation
method, with
inflation matrix and
pressure gauge
manometer.

The Polyair® cushion is an
adjustable air inflated pressure
relief cushion.
The air cells are made with
Laxprene which is a high durability
compound with excellent tear
resistant properties, arranged in
a honeycomb design. This greatly
reduces pressure through an
increased surface area.
The cushion adapts to the patient’s
body form and cell independence
and mobility counteratcs shearing
compartments.
Comes complete with a vapour
permeable, waterproof cover.

LOW MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

P301C - POLYAIR® 60 CUSHION
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

P301C40401HW

400mm x 400mm x 60mm

P301C40431HW

400mm x 430mm x 60mm

90

P301C43431HW

430mm x 430mm x 60mm

110

P301C51501HW

510mm x 500mm x 60mm

180
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MAX WEIGHT KG
80
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POLYAIR 100
POLYAIR® 100 CUSHION
The Polyair 100 is best suited to
larger, less active patients with very
limited mobility who are at a very
high risk of developing, or have
already developed, pressure sores.
CUSHION INFLATED BY HAND

Under Inflated

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
All Polyair® cushions feature
dual feature compartments
which act independently
from each other. This design
is useful in rectifying pelvic
imbalances while offering
greater stability and comfort.

The honeycomb
layout optimises the
density of the air
cells and improves
contact surface
and pressure
distribution.

Best suited to larger, less
active patients with very
limited mobility.

Simple inflation
method, with inflation
matrix and pressure
gauge manometer.

Over Inflated

INFLATED POLYAIR® CUSHION

Efficient Prevention

LOW MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

P302C - POLYAIR® 100

PRODUCT CODE SIZE

MAX WEIGHT KG

P302C40401HW

400mm x 400mm x 80mm

80

P302C40461HW

400mm x 460mm x 80mm

120

P302C51461HW

510mm x 460mm x 80mm

160

P302C51501HW

510mm x 500mm x 80mm

180
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BACK SUPPORT
AND THERAPEUTIC
COMBI-PACKS

CUSHIONS
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Universal
Attachment
System

80Kg/m3
Visco Foam

BACK SUPPORT &
THERAPEUTIC COMBI-PACKS
This back support helps to improve the
position and stability of the user. The
support has a multi-bearing surface to
enable better pressure relief and comfort.
It is made of viscoelastic foam with
memory effect.
The cover consists of a two way stretch
vapour permeable fabric combined with a
high abrasion resistant fabric on areas
subject to greater body contact.
Available in three sizes.
BACK SUPPORT CAN BE USED TO:
Improve positioning in a wheelchair
Reduce forward sliding.

REDUCTION OF PRESSURE
POINTS

P951D- BACK SUPPORT &
THERAPEUTIC COMBI-PACKS

Without Back
Support Cushion

With Support
Cushion

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

WHEELCHAIR WIDTH

P951DS1HW

440mm x 390mm x 90mm

420mm - 500mm

P951D1HW

490mm x 440mm x 90mm

360mm - 440mm

P951DL1HW

490mm x 500mm x 100mm

300mm - 380mm
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ULTRA THIN
ULTRA THIN CUSHION
The Ultra-Thin Cushion has been specifically
developed for use with a range of chairs.
Available separately, each 35mm thick
cushion provides enhanced pressure
distribution to the existing chair cushion,
without compromising user posture. The
thin nature of the cushion also ensures the
patient remains safely in the chair as the
arms can still be used as a barrier.
The viscoelastic foam offers extra comfort,
support and pressure distribution.
This lightweight cushion is also available as
a leg and lumbar system and comes with a
full strap system to secure it to the chair.
Comes with a waterproof, vapour permeable
cover with an antislip base.

REDUCTION OF PRESSURE
POINTS

Without
Cushion Fitted

With
Cushion Fitted

LOW MED HIGH V HIGH
PRESSURE RELIEF RISK

ULTRA THIN CUSHION
PRODUCT CODE

TYPE

SIZE

MAX. PATIENT WEIGHT

HFC143.1

Seat Only

430 x 430 x 35mm

24 Stone / 158kg

HFC143LEG

Leg

440 x 430 x 25mm

24 Stone / 158kg

HFC143LUMB

Lumbar

700 x 430 x 25mm

24 Stone / 158kg

HFC143COM.1

3-Piece Set

24 Stone / 158kg
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